GeoSuite™ is a web-based, multimedia system that provides advanced situational awareness and
information sharing for public safety personnel, including police officers, search and rescue workers and

first responders. Users collect, report and share real-time information for enhanced decision-making and
effective response during emergencies, public events or Operations Center management.

Real-Time Situational Awareness

Media-Rich Communication

Intuitive User Interface

Built for Mobility

Adaptable Infrastructure

Scalable Implementation

Users at all levels can view real-time
updates on mission events and locations
of deployed users.

GeoSuite's mobile app allows users to
access all features and collaborate in
real time with disparate teams and
command centers.

Users can collect and add media-rich
information, including images, video and
documents, to increase situational
awareness.

Whether an existing infrastructure is in place
or a new system needs to be
developed from the ground up, nFocus
Solutions can help determine an
optimized, secure solution specifically for
your situation.

A simple, user-friendly map-based
interface allows new users to interact with
the system after minimal training.

From agencies with small teams to large
scale enterprise deployments—as your
team grows, GeoSuite grows with you.
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User Benefits

Software Features

Mission Critical Data
Get instant access to the critical information you need to respond to dynamic
situations

Real-Time Position Location Information
Users at all levels can view real-time locations of deployed users in the field

Data Driven Decisions
Provides real-time data from multiple sources, including weather, traffic and
infrastructure feeds, to enhance your decision-making power
Enhanced Collaboration
Easily share information across multiple teams and agencies through multimedia data sharing
Comprehensive Historical Archives
Quickly access previous incidents, events and other information, including after
action reports, training and lessons learned
Easy to Use
Intuitive user interface, drag and drop capability, social media integration and
mobile access help you spend more time focused on your mission
Get Started Quickly
GeoSuite requires very little training to operate, providing operational capabilities almost immediately
Protected and Secure
Access and maintain data safely with GeoSuite’s secure, cloud-based servers or
with local hosting
Always On
Never lose access to information, even when power or internet access is
temporarily lost
Scales to Fit
From Operations Centers to mobile devices, GeoSuite provides “on-the-go”
capabilities to meet your needs

Whatever your mission or command structure, GeoSuite™ scales
to your needs. As your team grows, GeoSuite grows with you.

Media-Rich Content
Users collect and add media rich information via mobile device or web-based
client
Sensor Information
Geosuite ingests data feeds from a variety of sensors and sources for complete
situational awareness
Notifications
User tailored ability to receive text or email notifications based on subscriptions
to key words, data, users, areas on the map, routes, etc.
Dynamic Search
Easy to use, customizable search tool allows user to refine searches in any
conceivable manner
Internal Messaging
Users can share geo-referenced information and link other users to ongoing
activity without leaving the application
Mobile Operations
The smallest form factor at the lowest levels of operation
Collaborative Forums
Users can post documents and hold off-map discussions on critical events

GeoSuite gives you the awareness to know what
‘you’re
dealing with
’

—Type 1 Incident Commander

most powerful capability I have seen,
‘inThistermsis theof addressing
every group in the department
—Fusion Center Customer

GeoSuite Command

Server-based software that
resides within the confines of
fixed or mobile operation
centers.

GeoSuite Mobile

Mobile software that can be
downloaded to vehicles, laptops,
and Android devices—including
tablets and smartphones.

’

I now have definitive metrics of our search and rescue
‘operations
’
—Customer with Urban Search and Rescue
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